
All My Rage
by Sabaa Tahir
YF Tahir
A family extending from Pakistan to
California deals with generations
of young love, old regrets,
and forgiveness.

Everything I Thought I
Knew
by Shannon Takaoka
YF Takaoka
Attending summer school months
after a heart transplant derails her
ambitions, 17-year-old Chloe
pursues a sudden passion for surfing
alongside an attractive instructor
before experiencing vivid
nightmares about unfamiliar people
and places.

This Golden State
by Marit Weisenberg
YF Weisenberg
Determined to find out why her
family is constantly on the run,
Poppy undoes decades of careful
work to keep her family anonymous
and must protect them while trying
to find her own place in the world.

My Flawless Life
by Yvonne Woon
YF Woon
Known as a fixer, but unable to fix
her own life after her politician
father ruins everything, Hana is
hired to expose the dark secrets of
her supposedly flawless classmates
at the elite private school she's
attending in Washington, D.C.
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The Renaissance of Gwen
Hathaway
by Ashley Schumacher
YF Schumacher
Avoiding change after the death of
her mother, Gwen works the ren
faire circuit with her father and
meets Arthur, a bard who
dramatically changes her plans.

Chaos Theory
by Nic Stone
YF Stone
A senior at Windward Academy,
Shelbi, who has a diagnosed mental
illness, keeps to herself until she
forms a connection with Andy
Criddle, who is battling addiction,
but the closer they get, the more the
past threatens to pull them apart.

I'm the Girl
by Courtney Summers
YF Summers
After discovering the dead body of a
13-year-old girl, 16-year-old Georgia
Avis decides to find and bring the
killer to justice before he
strikes again.

Breathe and Count Back
From Ten
by Natalia Sylvester
YF Sylvester
For Verónica the best form of
rehabilitation is swimming, so she
spends hours in the pool, but not
just to strengthen her body. Her
Florida town is home to Mermaid
Cove, a kitschy underwater
attraction where professional
mermaids perform in giant tanks
and Verónica wants to audition.

Teen

Realistic
Fiction

Contemporary teens dealing with
everyday, real-life situations
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Young Adult Fiction
Julieta and the Romeos
by Maria E. Andreu
YF Andreu
When she publishes her writing
online, gaining the attention of
“Happily Ever Drafter,” Julieta
wonders if this could be her very
own meet-cute while thinking about
three boys already in her life.

Blackout
by Dhonielle Clayton
YF Blackout
Six critically acclaimed, best-selling
and award-winning authors
celebrate Black teen love in this
interlinked novel of heartwarming
and hilarious stories that shine a
bright light through the dark.

Going Dark
by Melissa De la Cruz
YF De la Cruz
When 19-year-old Josh returns from
Rome without his budding
influencer girlfriend Amelia, he
immediately becomes a suspect in
her disappearance, but as college
sophomore and hacker Harper
attempts to clear his name, she
unearths secrets from both Josh and
Amelia's pasts.

Tilly in Technicolor
by Mazey Eddings
YF Eddings
When 18-year-old Tilly goes to
London to intern for her sister's
company, she begins to unmask her
ADHD and connects with Oliver,
another neurodivergent intern.

Everyone Wants to Know
by Kelly Loy Gilbert
YF Gilbert
When one of her best friends leaks
their private conversation to a
gossip site, Honor, a member of the
famous Lo family, works to repair
the damage under claustrophobic
public scrutiny, forcing her to decide
between loyalty and the life
she wants.

You'd Be Home Now
by Kathleen Glasgow
YF Glasgow
After a fatal car accident that reveals
Emory's brother Joey's opioid
addiction, Emory struggles to help
him on his road to recovery and
make herself heard in a town that
insists on not listening.

Highly Suspicious and
Unfairly Cute
by Talia Hibbert
YF Hibbert
To win the grand prize at the end of
their survival course, Claire and
Bradley trudge through mud, dirt,
and their messy past to find a whole
new kind of relationship.

Missing Clarissa
by Ripley Jones
YF Jones
Twenty years after the mysterious
disappearance of popular
cheerleader Clarissa Campbell,
Oreville High School juniors and
best friends Blair and Cameron start
a true crime podcast to finally
discover the truth—with
dangerous consequences.

Love Radio
by Ebony LaDelle
YF LaDelle
A 17-year-old self-professed teen
love doctor with his own segment on
Detroit's popular hip-hop show,
Prince Jones has only three dates to
prove to Dani, an ambitious writer
who hates all things romance, that
he's worth falling for.

You Have a Match
by Emma Lord
YF Lord
When Abby signs up for a DNA
service, revealing a secret sister,
shimmery-haired Instagram star
Savannah Tully, Abby finds it
hard to believe they're from the
same planet, never mind the
same parents.

Stars and Smoke
by Marie Lu
YF Lu
Winter Young, the world's hottest
superstar, is recruited by a covert
organization to take down a criminal
tycoon and finds himself paired with
Sydney Cossette, a fierce and
unpredictable secret agent.

This May End Badly
by Samantha Markum
YF Markum
Master prankster Doe strikes a fake-
date bargain with Wells, the cousin
of Doe's prankster nemesis, but as
the pranks escalate, so do her
feelings for Wells and something
more important than a prank
war legacy.
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